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itrust consulting ISO/IEC 27001 certified
In a business world threatened by cyber-attacks, it is important to have a good management system
available to deal with them and to act promptly.
The competence of itrust consulting to build such management systems was recently confirmed by
the successful certification of its own information security management system (ISMS).
The following companies in the energy sector will benefit from this security know-how:
[1]

Creos Luxembourg S.A., owner and operator of power grids and gas pipelines in Luxembourg,
which already relies for quite a while on tools and competences of itrust consulting in the
context of information security.

[2]

Luxmetering GIE, operator of the National Smart Meter Platform, central data collection and
management system, collect and transfer consumption data to the DSO’s, which, with the
support of itrust consulting, is building up its ISMS and thus planning to fulfil the requirements
of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Furthermore, Luxmetering GIE will
implement real-time risk-monitoring with TRICK Cockpit (a tool and a methodology resulting
from a research project co-financed by the Luxembourg Ministry of the Economy).

[3]

Sudgaz S.A., natural gas supplier and distribution company, which has chosen to establish an
integrated management system for both information security and data protection with the
help of itrust consulting, again based on the risk assessment tool TRICK Service.

Thus, one of our principles announced on the 10th anniversary celebration of itrust consulting: ‘Run a
single management system’, has already been successfully accomplished on several occasions.
About itrust consulting
itrust consulting, an SME from Luxembourg specialising in Information Security helps its customers
from both the public and private sectors to protect their information against any divulgation,
manipulation, or unavailability. Its services are related to building, implementing, and auditing
Information Security Management Systems, assessing and treating risk with its own TRICK Service
tool, deploying security experts whenever needed (SECaaS, or Security as a Service), on request
hacking of our customers and handling cybersecurity incidents (malware.lu CERT), or designing and
operating security solutions for ICT. These services benefit intensively from co-funded national and
European research projects.
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